
When you multiply by 10 the 

numbers move one place to the left 

and you add a zero to hold the place 

value. 

Thursday 26 March 2020 

Here are some ideas for activities that link to Thursday’s timetable.  Please 

remember that we do not expect you to do everything and it is important you 

spend time with your family and have fun throughout the day. 

Maths 

Count up and back in 8s 

Practise your 8 x table 

Complete this Coin Multiplication Card 

X 62  
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Play ‘Where’s Mully’? 

Remember to…. 

Write down 1 lot first 

Now write down 10 lots 

Double the answer to 1 lot to get 

2 lots 

Half the answer to 10 lots to get 

5 lots. 



 

 

 

Number Talks (Remember to share/explain the strategy you used.) 

Rory had £20 pocket money to spend.  He bought a magazine at £4.50 and a 

Pic & Mix for £3.25.  How much money did he have left? 

Continue your work on Area. 

Comprehension 

I have uploaded a comprehension text with questions onto the files area.  It is 

about the Golden Eagle, one of Scotland’s Big 5, linking to our Social Studies 

topic.  Please remember to answer in full sentences. 

Here are some links to video clips about the Golden Eagle that you might find 

interesting. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CCB6a-4OiOw Video Clip of a Golden Eagle flying 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wqlt2LvNjjI  Video about the conservation of Golden Eagles 

Spelling 

Revise your spelling words for this term using ideas from your spelling 

homework. 

Example  

Mully is hiding behind the biggest multiple of 3 

without going past 17.  What number is he hiding 

behind? 

He is hiding behind number 15 which is the 5th 

multiple in the 3x table. 

Now try these…..which number is he behind and 

which multiple is it? 

Mully is hiding behind the biggest multiple of 3 

without going past 47. 

Mully is hiding behind the biggest multiple of 3 

without going past 25. 

Try some of you own! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CCB6a-4OiOw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wqlt2LvNjjI


Art 

I have uploaded instructions about how to draw a Golden Eagle if you’d like to 

give it a go.  Instead you can create a golden eagle using your own ideas.  

 


